Abstract. Cochlear implants (CIs) are neural prostheses that restore hearing using an electrode array implanted in the cochlea. After implantation, the CI processor is programmed by an audiologist. One factor that negatively impacts outcomes and can be addressed by programming is cross-electrode neural stimulation overlap (NSO). We have proposed a system to assist the audiologist in programming the CI that we call image-guided CI programming (IGCIP). IGCIP permits using CT images to detect NSO and recommend deactivation of a subset of electrodes to avoid NSO. We have shown that IGCIP significantly improves hearing outcomes. Most of the IGCIP steps are robustly automated but electrode configuration selection still sometimes requires manual intervention. With expertise, distance-versus-frequency curves, which are a way to visualize the spatial relationship learned from CT between the electrodes and the nerves they stimulate, can be used to select the electrode configuration. We propose an automated technique for electrode configuration selection. A comparison between this approach and one we have previously proposed shows that our method produces results that are as good as those obtained with our previous method while being generic and requiring fewer parameters.
Selecting electrode configurations for image-guided cochlear implant programming using template matching 1 
Introduction
Cochlear implants (CIs) are one of the most successful neural prosthetics that have been developed over the last 20 years. 1 CIs are used to treat patients with severe-to-profound hearing loss. In surgery, an electrode array with 12 to 22 contacts is implanted in the cochlea. A processor worn behind the ear is connected to the array and sends signals to individual electrodes to stimulate the spiral ganglion (SG) nerves, i.e., the auditory nerves that are frequency-mapped within the cochlea. After implantation, the CI is programmed by an audiologist. Programming includes selecting contacts to deactivate and assigning sound frequency ranges and stimulation levels to each contact.
Recent studies have suggested that hearing outcomes with CIs are correlated with the spatial relationship between the electrode array and the nerves it stimulates. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] But, because the electrode array is blindly inserted into cochlea, its final position is generally not known. Recently, we have developed a series of algorithms that permit localizing both inner ear structures and the electrode array in CT images. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] We have shown that this information can be used to estimate how much overlap exists between neural areas each contact activates. Figure 1 shows the channel interaction or cross-electrode neural stimulation overlap (NSO) phenomenon, which is known to negatively affect hearing outcomes. We have shown in clinical studies that for both adults and pediatric populations, hearing outcomes improve significantly when stimulation overlap is detected and the configuration, i.e., the set of active electrodes, is adjusted to try to reduce it. [14] [15] [16] To estimate the amount of cross-electrode NSO, we have developed what we refer to as distance-versus-frequency curves (DVFs). We then use this information to guide programming, a process that we call IGCIP for image-guided CI programming. 17 DVFs are 2-D plots, as shown in Fig. 2 , that capture the patientspecific spatial relationship between electrodes and SG nerves. In this figure, the x axis is the position along the length of the SG nerves in terms of characteristic frequency, i.e., the sound frequency at which the local auditory nerves are activated in natural hearing, and the y axis is the distance to the SG nerves. The number of 2-D roughly parabolic curves in this plot is equal to the number of contacts in the electrode array. Each curve is labeled with the electrode number. The height of each individual DVF curve thus represents the distance from the corresponding electrode to the SG nerve pathways. An example is shown in Fig. 2 . Here, the distance from electrode #2 to the SG nerves is larger than that from electrodes #1 and #3. We assume that electrodes that are farther away from the SG nerves activate a broader region than the electrodes that are close to the nerves. Here, this means that electrode #2 will interfere with electrodes #1 and #3. Electrodes #5, #6, and #7 are all far from the nerves and close to each other. It is thus also likely that they interfere with each other. Looking at the plot, an experienced user would deactivate electrodes #2 and #6. In Ref. 18 and its extension, 19 Zhao et al. have proposed a method that captures the heuristics used by experts and translate them into a set of rules. Weights associated with each rule are estimated from a training set, and we have demonstrated that this method leads to satisfactory results, but it requires estimating the values of more than 10 parameters.
As the size of our DVF library increased, we hypothesized that it would become possible to find DVFs that are highly similar to each other. If this was the case, configurations that have been selected by an expert could be applied to new cases for which the configuration is unknown. But, with experience, we observed that matching complete DVFs is difficult and would require a very large library to be successful. We addressed this issue by decomposing entire DVFs into what we call patches and matching patches rather than entire DVFs. We then impose constraints to make the electrode configuration patterns compatible between subsequent patches. Our approach is tested on 20 cases for each of the three main CI manufacturers, and we compare the configurations generated by our method with those generated by Zhao's method as well as with configurations produced manually. The results we have obtained show that our method produces configurations that are generally as good as those obtained by Zhao's method, but it requires far fewer parameters and could potentially improve further with larger library sizes.
Methods
CIs are manufactured by three main companies: Med-El (MD) (Innsbruck, Austria), Advanced Bionics (AB) (Valencia, California), and Cochlear (CO) (New South Wales, Australia). Implants distributed by these companies differ mainly by the number of electrodes in the array. To accommodate these differences, we create three libraries, one for each array type. In the study presented herein, the data set contains 58, 43, and 152 DVFs for MD, AB, and CO arrays, respectively. For each DVF in the libraries, the manual configuration, which we consider to be the ground truth, has been defined by Jack H. Noble (JHN) who is primarily responsible for creating configurations in the clinical studies we are conducting to evaluate our IGCIP approach. Each of these ground truth configurations has been used clinically. Both Dongqing Zhang (DZ) and Yiyuan Zhao have been trained by JHN to produce and evaluate deactivation solutions but did not produce deactivation solutions for the DVFs used in this study. They will be referred to as rater 1 and rater 2 in the remainder of this article. Each DVF in the libraries is decomposed into a series of patches that are defined as five consecutive electrode curves. Two consecutive patches overlap by four electrodes. Since the MD, AB, and CO implants have 12, 16, and 22 electrodes, respectively, this leads to 8, 12, and 18 patches per implant for the first, second, and third implant types. When computing the configuration automatically we use the same method for each CI type, but we adjust the number of electrodes to match the number of electrodes in the array of interest. When matching a new patient's DVFs to our libraries we also decompose them into patches. The matching process involves two steps. First, individual patches are matched and then patch-to-patch consistency is enforced. A flowchart of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . Without loss of generality, the description of our method is based on DVFs produced for CO implants.
To match individual patches, we define a feature vector as follows. For each electrode, eight features shown in Fig. 4 are computed. These are the minimum distance to the SG (1), the slopes of the curve at the intersection points with its left (2) and right (3) neighboring curves, the frequency ranges from the minimum to the two intersection points (4-5), the difference in the distance to the SG at the two intersection points (6-7), and the distance along a vertical line passing through the minimum between this minimum and the first intersection with one of the neighboring curves (8) . For each individual feature, first-and second-order statistics are computed for all electrodes in the library. Each feature is subsequently normalized by subtracting its mean and dividing by its standard deviation. The feature vector for a patch is obtained by stacking the five individual feature vectors, leading to a 40-D feature vector. When determining the feature vector for new test patches not in the library, the new feature vector is normalized using the same mean and standard deviation computed from the library. The similarity score s between patches P i and P j with feature vectors F i and F j is then computed as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 6 3 ; 5 1 6 sðP i ; P j Þ ¼
(1) Figure 5 shows two exemplar patient patches and a series of library patches with their similarity score s. This figure shows that our feature vector leads to a similarity metric that is reasonable, i.e., high scores correspond to patches that are visually similar.
With this similarity metric, a straightforward way to deactivate electrodes would be to find the best match for each test patch and to assign its central electrode's deactivation state to the test patch's central electrode. However, this oversimplifies the problem. When experts manually select the "on/off" state of one electrode, they not only consider the state of the central electrode, they also consider its consistency with the state of neighboring electrodes. An example can be seen in Fig. 2 . Here, as discussed earlier, since electrode #6 is close to electrodes #5 and #7 but far away from the nerves, it is likely to interfere with electrodes #5 and #7. A good choice to reduce interaction would be to deactivate it but only if #5 and #7 are kept active. An alternative would be to deactivate #5 and #7. In that case, electrode #6 should be left on to avoid a big stimulation gap. However, it is possible that the best matches for each of #5, #6, and #7 all suggest turning off their middle electrodes but leaving neighbors on. This leads to deactivating all three electrodes. If this happens, electrode interaction is eliminated but too many members are turned off from the already limited number of electrodes in this region, and a stimulation gap is left between electrodes #4 and #8. This will result in excessive compression of the sound frequency spectrum, i.e., in fewer independent frequency channels than could be used and some neural areas may also not be stimulated at all. Both these issues would lead to suboptimal outcomes. So, without enforcing deactivation pattern consistency between patches, the strategy mentioned above would likely lead to bad configurations.
To tackle this problem, we impose patch-to-patch consistency as follows. We denote the i'th (i ¼ 1;2; 3; : : : ; 18) test patch as T i . For T i , instead of only selecting the most similar match, we store k matches with the highest similarity scores, forming a candidate set, denoted as C i;j with similarity scores s i;j (j ¼ 1;2; 3; : : : ; k). For each test patch, our final goal is to find a match in the candidate set that is both similar to the test patch and leads to good patch-to-patch consistency. Specifically, for two neighboring patches, we define the inconsistency D using the number of "on/off" state disagreements in their two middle overlapping electrodes. With "1" meaning "electrode on" and "0" meaning "electrode off," suppose patches T 1 and T 2 in one set of DVFs consist of electrodes #1 to #5 and electrodes #2 to #6, respectively. Suppose also that for each patch we found a match, C
The bigger the disagreement, the higher the inconsistency. Searching for the best global deactivation strategy involves minimizing a cost function containing both patchmatch dissimilarity and patch-to-patch inconsistency terms. The simplest solution would be to do an exhaustive search but that would be time-consuming. Instead, we have formulated it as searching for the shortest path in a directed graph. As is shown in Fig. 6 , every node in the graph is a match.
Matches in the same column are the candidates for the same test patch. We put two extra nodes in the graph as the starting and ending nodes. Arbitrary similarity scores are assigned to them and their disagreements with neighboring matches are set to 0. Edges only exist from patch C i;j to C iþ1;l , (i ¼ 0; 1; 2; : : : ; 18 and j, l ¼ 1; 2; : : : ; k), and the cost along an edge is defined as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 5 7 costðC i;j ; C iþ1;l Þ ¼ λ½1 − sðT iþ1 ; C iþ1;l Þ þ ð1 − λÞDða i;j ; a iþ1;l Þ:
Here, we use the first term 1 − sðT iþ1 ; C iþ1;l Þ to represent the patch-match dissimilarity between T iþ1 , and C iþ1;l . a i;j , and a iþ1;l are the deactivation patterns of patch C i;j and C iþ1;l . The second term Dða i;j ; a iþ1;l Þ is the deactivation pattern inconsistency. λ (0 < λ < 1) balances these two terms. The shortest path from the starting node to the ending node gives the optimal match sequence. To find the shortest path, we used Dijkstra's algorithm. After the optimal match sequence is found, the on/off state of each optimal match's central electrode is used for the corresponding contact in the new patient's DVFs. The state of the first two and of the last two electrodes are assigned to be the same as the state of these electrodes in the first and last matches of the sequence, respectively.
Note that with the proposed algorithm, the final electrode configurations depend on the value of two parameters, k and λ. The next section will present the results we have obtained. In Sec. 4, we discuss how these parameters were chosen as well as the sensitivity of our results to these parameter values.
Results
At the time of writing, we have evaluated our technique on DVFs generated from images of 20 patients/brand for a total of 60 patients for whom manual solutions are available. We automatically generated the electrode configurations using the method proposed herein and Zhao's method. To evaluate the solutions, human rater 1 and rater 2 were asked to compare automatic and manual configurations as well as automatic and control configurations. The control configurations were generated by manually producing a configuration that is not "acceptable" but "close" to acceptable for all test subjects. This was done by DZ who changed the on/off state of 1 to 3 electrodes. All the validation solutions were created before the comparative study started to minimize the chance that particular solutions could be remembered. This control configuration was added to avoid evaluation bias, i.e., to avoid having the human rater biased toward rating solutions as acceptable/comparable if they knew that they were always presented with a human-generated and computer-generated solution. Specifically, for each subject, three comparisons were performed: the manual configuration versus automatic configuration #1 (generated by our proposed method), the manual configuration versus automatic configuration #2 (generated by Zhao's method), and the manual configuration versus the control configuration. For each comparison, the raters were presented with the two configurations blind to their origin and the ordering was randomized. For each comparison, the two raters were asked to rank the solutions in terms of quality and to rate whether each was acceptable or not. "Acceptable" means that in the rater's opinion, the configuration can be used for CI programming and is likely to lead to hearing outcomes that are comparable to those achieved using the best possible configuration.
The results are shown in Fig. 7 . According to rater 1, across all 60 subjects, Zhao's method generated "better than the manual" configurations for 5 subjects, "at least equivalent as the manual" ("better than the manual" + "replicate the manual" + "equally good as the manual") configurations for 35 subjects and unacceptable configurations for 2 subjects. Our proposed method generated "better than the manual" configurations for 4 subjects, which was one less than Zhao's method, "at least equivalent as the manual" configurations for 40 subjects, 5 more than Zhao's method, and unacceptable configurations for the same number of subjects as Zhao's method. According to rater 2, Zhao's method generated "better than the manual" configurations for 10 subjects, "at least equivalent as the manual" configurations for 40 subjects, and unacceptable configurations for 5 subjects. Our proposed method generated "better than the manual" configurations for 6 subjects, which was 4 less than Zhao's method, "at least equivalent as the manual" configurations for 46 subjects, 6 more than Zhao's method, and unacceptable configurations for only 3 subjects, 2 less than Zhao's method. For statistical analysis, we performed a McNemar mid-p test between groups of configurations. The McNemar mid-p test is a statistical test used for binary matched-pairs data. 22 We found that the differences between acceptance rates of our method and control configurations are statistically significant for both rater 1 (p ¼ 1.8 × 10 −13 ) and rater 2 (p ¼ 4.4 × 10 −16 ). We did not find statistically significant difference when comparing the acceptance rate of our method across the two raters (p ¼ 0.63). Neither did we find statistically significant difference when comparing the acceptance rate of Zhao's method across the two raters (p ¼ 0.22) and acceptance rate of control configurations across the two raters (p ¼ 0.21). To summarize, our proposed method generated more configurations of high quality (at least equivalent as the manual configurations) and has a higher acceptance rate than Zhao's method, although it does not outperform the manual configurations as often as Zhao's method. McNemar mid-p tests between our method and Zhao's method in terms of the number of configurations reaching different ranks, e.g., differences in the number of configurations deemed "better than the manual configuration" between the two methods by each rater are shown in Table 1 . None of them are found to be significantly different.
In Fig. 8 , we show the DVFs for automatically determined electrode configurations for four example cases. The blue curves represent DVFs for electrodes that are kept active in the configuration and the red dashed curves represent DVFs for electrodes that are deactivated. In Fig. 8(a) , a result for an AB case is identified as better than the manual configuration that is shown in Fig. 8 (e) because electrode #10 is likely to interfere with electrode #12 in the manual configuration and it is turned off in the automatic one. In Fig. 8(b) , the automatic configuration for an AB case is rated as equally good as the manual configuration. The automatic configuration deactivates electrode #10, but the manual configuration keeps it. Though deactivating electrode #10 reduces some interaction, because the gap between electrode #8 and #11 is fairly big, it will be offset by an increase in frequency spectrum compression artifacts we mentioned above. In Fig. 8(c) , the automatic configuration for an MD case is identified as only acceptable because turning off electrode #11 will probably result in slight frequency spectrum compression artifacts but it is not a serious issue here. In Fig. 8(d) , the automatic configuration for a CO case is not acceptable because there will be serious electrode interaction between electrode #1, #2, and #3 if electrode #2 is not deactivated.
We also conducted an experiment to evaluate the sensitivity of our proposed method to the size of the library. The CO library is the only one that is large enough to conduct such a study. For this array type, we used 10, 20, 40, and 80 DVFs randomly selected from the complete set of 152 DVFs. We then produced four different configurations, one for each library size and asked rater 1 to evaluate them. In this experiment, we did not compare our method to Zhao's method, but a control configuration was included for each subject. This results in five comparisons. Each comparison involves the manual configuration versus one of the four automatic or the control configurations. Again, the trials are presented in a blinded fashion with the ordering randomized. Figure 9 shows a plot of the number of "at least equivalent as the manual" configurations and "unacceptable" configurations for different library sizes. The result obtained with the entire library (152 DVFs) is also shown. This figure shows that results tend to improve as the library size increases, at least up to 80 DVFs. With the number of DVFs currently at our disposal we cannot assess whether we have reached a plateau or whether results could improve further with a larger library.
Parameter Selection
The algorithm we present herein involves two parameters: k, which is the number of candidate matches for each test patch, and λ, which is the weight of the patch-match dissimilarity term in the cost function. To find the best values for these parameters, we created a validation test that contained 10 randomly selected CO subjects. The remaining 142 DVFs were used as library for these validation cases. We generated the configurations for this validation set and asked one of the raters to do the evaluation. The evaluation was done as described in the library size sensitivity study discussed in Sec. 3. Since the evaluation is a laborious process, instead of doing a grid search for the two parameters, we adopted the following strategy: we first heuristically chose a few values of k and evaluated the results when different λs were used. Following this experiment, we fixed the value of λ and evaluated the method on a larger range of k values. Specifically, we started with k set to 5, 10, and 15 and we varied λ from 0 to 1 and counted both the number of configurations that were at least equivalent to manual configurations and the number of unacceptable configurations. The results are shown in Fig. 10 . As can be seen, the results are largely insensitive to the value of λ, but combining patch-match similarity and patch-to-patch consistency is nevertheless important.
Based on the results discussed above, we chose λ ¼ 0.5, which is roughly in the middle of the [0.0001 and 0.99] interval, and varied k between 1 and 80, starting at one and iteratively doubling its value. Figure 11 shows that the results improve as k increases from 1 to 10 and reaches a plateau when k ¼ 10. Based on these observations, we chose λ ¼ 0.5 and k ¼ 10 to run our experiments on the testing set that was used to generate the results presented in Sec. 3.
Conclusions
This paper presents a generic algorithm for automatic electrode configuration selection for CIs. This method produces results that are comparable to those obtained by Zhao's method described in Refs. 17 and 18. Specifically, in the large-scale study we have conducted, this new method generates more configurations of high quality (at least equivalent to manual configurations) than Zhao's. It also generates fewer unacceptable solutions, but it does not outperform the manual configurations as often as Zhao's method. We have also observed that performance tends to increase with library size. As more data become available, we will assess whether our technique reaches a plateau or keeps improving. Finally, this method only requires a few parameters (λ and k, i.e., the number of patches kept when matching the library to a new patch). In contrast, the previous method relies on heuristics used by experts to come up with a deactivation strategy. Capturing a complete set of heuristics, translating them into equations, assigning weights to each rule, and dealing with unusual cases are difficult. The weights would also need to be reestimated when the training set is modified to, for instance, include new electrode arrays. Here, we rely on deactivation plans that have been vetted by experts, and we match new cases to known ones. In terms of computation, the proposed algorithm takes around 1 s∕case. Zhao's method takes 2 to 3 s for MD and AB implants and ∼35 s for CO implants, which have more contacts. We note, however, that computation time is not a critical issue at this point.
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